WHAT YOU MISSED - FALL CLASSIC

Our Fall Classic, the major fund raiser for our partners, was a great success again! The number of participants in golf, tennis and the social all increased from last year.

The weather was just about perfect, the golf course was in excellent condition, the tennis courts were in good shape and everyone seemed to have a thoroughly good time. The cruise was smooth and enjoyable – no one fell overboard although the wine consumption increased somewhat from years past.

Many thanks to the folks at Pine Isle and to Association Headquarters who did a wonderful job making everything run smoothly. A mighty pat on the back goes to the committee and all the volunteers who worked so hard to make the event a success.

FALL CLASSIC SPONSORS

AmeriCrate, Patti Leach – Hole Sponsor & Coffee Table Golf Book
ART & Associates, Fran Rissland – Framed Artwork
Burke Painting, Mark Schulz – Gift Certificate
Choate Interior Construction, Gail Herndon – Ping Rapture Driver
Coca Cola Enterprises Inc, Joyce Roper – Cruise Sponsor
Commercial Relocation Specialists – Golf Balls & Tees
Dekalb Office Equipment, Andrea Noland - Home Depot Gift Certificate
Epic Response, Steve Harrison – Hole Sponsor
Flavia – Infusion Brewer
Flood Brothers, Monte Townsend – Tennis Sponsor & Prime Steak Gift Card & Basket
Garco, Keith Doonan – Hole Sponsor
General Building Maintenance, Hans Foraker - 2 Beverage Cart Sponsorships
Haworth, Keri Ellor – Hole Sponsor
Humphries & Company, Brian Benedict – Hole Sponsor
Malcolm B. Weiss & Associates, Mal Weiss – Hole Sponsor
Maggiano’s – Gift Certificate
Rentacrate, Wade Bell – Hole Sponsor
Royal Cup Coffee, Steve Christopher – 2 NASCAR Tickets & 2 Coffee Baskets
SPL Integrated Systems, Don Mastro – Hole Sponsor
Turner Properties, Mitch Rabil – Hole Sponsor
TVS, Doris Beck – American Express Gift Card
Villa Christina – Gift Certificate
WeBuyCubes, Ted Sokal – Gift Certificate for Rays on the River